Our latest paper *Betting Against Correlation* tries to look deeper into what drives the low-risk effect. In short, we create a new priced factor that helps distinguish between competing, and confounding, stories explaining the efficacy of low-risk investing.

Recall that the low-risk effect is the tendency for low-risk assets to do better than they should versus high-risk assets. That’s a loaded sentence as I haven’t defined risk or how we should measure “better than they should.” When it comes to the low-risk effect, risk has been measured in many ways including most prominently as market beta or some form of volatility. Better than they should is usually, explicitly or implicitly, based on standard single- or multi-factor market equilibrium models where risk should be rewarded with more expected return. In general a broad set of researchers have found that, within a very wide range of asset classes and even across asset classes, low-risk assets, measured in different ways and against a reasonably wide set of potential models of market equilibrium, do too well versus high risk assets.

There are many potential explanations for the low-risk effect. Two of the most prominent are leverage aversion and a preference for lotteries. In standard market equilibrium theory all investors should pick the best portfolio in terms of expected return per unit of risk and then apply leverage (or, in fact, deleverage if desired) to taste. Leverage is often assumed to be “frictionless” in these theoretical models, meaning investors can freely lever up and down and the risk of levered portfolios is simply proportional to unlevered ones (i.e., more levered portfolios don’t entail some other type of exogenous risk). In reality, leverage can be less attractive, not as easy to implement, and more dangerous. It requires someone to lend you money and not change, or be allowed to change, their mind at inopportune times, or else the costs of such possible changes must be borne at potentially trying times. Even simpler, its basic everyday cost is likely above the risk free rate implied in theoretical models and asymmetric for levering versus delevering. Investors also might simply fear leverage beyond what’s warranted by these rational reasons. All of these reasons might lead investors to be more averse to leverage than assumed by common frictionless models. As a result, aggressive, but leverage-averse, investors who seek higher expected returns might not simply apply leverage to the “best” portfolio but instead concentrate in the subset of assets with high expected returns and high risk. Hence, leverage aversion creates excess demand for high-risk assets while low-risk assets are unloved. Excess demand and unloved are statements about price. It means that low-risk assets are underpriced and high-risk assets overpriced, and correspondingly low-risk assets have higher expected returns and high-risk assets lower expected returns than if leverage was more readily and easily employed.

Lottery preferences are even simpler. It’s a behavioral story. It says that investors are wooed by assets that can exhibit large upside. Essentially, and in contrast to most theory, such investor behavior leads to high risk being desirable, not punished, at least at the margin. As before, “desirable” means “excess demand” which means “higher price” which means “lower expected return.”

A large and growing literature attempts to differentiate between these two stories. The debate, while sometimes couched in other forms, really comes down to beta vs. volatility. To understand why, note that leverage aversion is explicitly a story about beta, not simply volatility which can be diversified away, as undiversifiable beta is the theoretical measure of risk when you think about leverage and risk-versus-return in a portfolio context. Lottery demand, on the other hand, is inherently about some kind of volatility because the behavioral theory underlying it explicitly assumes that investors are not thinking in terms of their overall portfolio. Much of the literature attempts to distinguish which of these measures, beta versus some type of volatility, is truly more important. If beta is more important in producing the low-risk effect — with “more important” generally meaning delivering a bigger low-risk effect and subsuming other measures — it bolsters the leverage aversion explanation. If volatility or similar measures are more important, it bolsters the lottery preference story. That all sounds great but there’s a problem. The problem is that beta and most measures of volatility are highly correlated, so distinguishing their relative importance is a difficult exercise. Too many stocks simply move around a lot so they have both high beta and high volatility, and vice versa. Much of the literature tries to untangle this knotty problem by brute force (i.e., regressing correlated factors on each other and hoping for the best). We take a different path.

Instead of looking across the different measures of risk we look deeper within one, beta. We dissect beta into its component parts. A stock’s beta can be broken down into correlation with the market portfolio times the stock’s own volatility, divided by overall market volatility. When comparing stocks, we can ignore the market volatility as it’s the same for all assets. So stocks differ in their beta because of differences in their own volatilities or differences in their correlations with the market. Correlation is very different from volatility so this helps us separate the competing theories.
Typical studies take their measure of risk, for example beta, and show that low-risk assets perform “better than they should” by using the risk measure to construct a profitable portfolio by going long low-risk assets and short high-risk assets. Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) use beta as their risk measure and call such a long-short portfolio the “betting against beta” factor or BAB. We push this a step further. We build long-short portfolios for beta’s component parts forming a “betting against volatility” (BAV) and “betting against correlation” (BAC) factor representing the two distinct parts of beta or the BAB factor.

We find both BAV and BAC are rewarded. Low-volatility stocks perform “better than they should” and so do low-correlation stocks. The results for BAV are unsurprising as other research has focused on volatility, and both theories, leverage aversion and lottery preferences, imply the power of BAV. The results for BAC are, however, new and important. Quite simply, BAC is strong. This is consistent with the leverage aversion story which implies that changes in correlation induce changes in beta and should be priced. On the other hand, the lottery preference story is silent on the effect of correlations (has anyone ever desired a very boring lottery because it was correlated to the market?).

These findings are a strong indication that leverage aversion is indeed an important part of the low-risk effect though by no means does it rule out other contributing explanations. In fact, we go on to examine common measures of lottery demand that also confound two very different aspects of risk (in this case, volatility vs. the shape of the distribution). Like for beta, we attempt to fix this confounded factor and indeed find a separate role for lottery preferences.5

Instead of looking across different risk measures our paper looks within them producing better, cleaner factors. We believe this yields more precise tests of the major theories and yields novel results.
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